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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Welcome to the SDD and Post Disaster presentation provided by the OFM and VT staff.  Introduction of myself – FPAs? Plan reviewers? EC reviewers? Building/development inspectors? 



LETS GET STARTED

Today’s Agenda
 Overview of Responsibility

• What is SD (SDE and SDD)
• Community Responsibility vs State/FEMA Responsibility
• Neighbor Conflicts (repairs & permitting)
 Communicating Before the Flood

• Consistency
• Resources 
 Assessing Structures

• Preparing for Assessments (logistics/planning)
• What Data Needs Collecting
 Special Situations

• Historic Structures
• Strip Malls & Townhomes
• “Original Use/Design” of the Building



Emergency Management Assistance Compact 
(EMAC)

Managed by the 
National Emergency 

Management 
Association (NEMA)

Member states 
provide assistance 

to requesting States

Larger pool of 
resources than 

SMAA

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Emergency Management Assistance Compact is managed by the National Emergency Management Association (NEMA). All 13 articles of The Compact were ratified by the State of Florida and established in the Florida Statutes § 252.920. All 50 States, as well as the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands, have also ratified the articles of the Emergency Management Assistance Compact. These states are referred to as “member states.”EMAC serves as an avenue for member states to provide assistance to requesting states. A gubernatorial declaration is required to activate EMAC and request assistance. The exchange of resources is coordinated with the Mutual Aid Branch through a Resource Support Agreement.EMAC provides access to a larger pool of resources than the SMAA and allows specialized state resources to be deployed out-of-state. EMAC is potentially more cost-effective than requests for federal assistanceFor the purposes of this presentation, though, we will be focusing on how mutual aid works within the State of Florida, and discussing what resources are available to you.



The Community’s Role: 
Requirements for NFIP-

Participating Communities

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The NFIP regulations contained in 44 CFR § 59.22 and § 60.3 outline the responsibilities that communities must accept in order to become and remain eligible to participate in the NFIP. The key responsibilities include: Designate an agency that is charged with the responsibility to administer floodplain management requirements Determine whether proposed development activities are located in SFHAs Review development proposals to ensure compliance with the requirements of applicable floodplain management regulations and building codes Require that new subdivisions and development proposals with more than 50 lots or larger than five acres include BFEs Issue or deny permits for floodplain development Inspect all development in SFHAs to ensure compliance Maintain records of issued permits, elevation data, inspections, and enforcement actions Assist in the preparation and revision of floodplain mapsHelp residents obtain information on flood hazards, floodplain map data, and compliant construction measures For existing buildings that are located in SFHAs, community responsibilities include the following, in addition to the requirements above:  Determine whether proposed improvements are “substantial improvements;” substantial improvement of buildings triggers requirements for permits and compliance.  Determine whether work necessary to restore a damaged building to its pre-damage condition constitutes repair of “substantial damage;” repair of substantially damage buildings triggers requirements for permits and compliance.IT IS THE FLOODPLAIN ADMINISTRATOR’S JOB TO ENSURE THAT ALL OF THIS HAPPENS.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We keep throwing around the word “substantial damage,” but what is that exactly? As defined in the Code of Federal Regulations, Substantial Damage means “damage of any origin sustained by a structure whereby the cost of restoring the structure to its before-damaged condition would equal or exceed 50 percent of the market value of the structure before the damage occurred.” You are required as a participating community in the NFIP to conduct Substantial Damage Determinations. Your flood damage prevention ordinance clearly outlines this role, as does the CFR, so you’ve got two major documents that guide you and give you the steps to fulfill this responsibility, and you can also use them to explain to your elected officials or citizens that you’re required to perform Substantial Damage Estimates. As a sidenote, be sure to check the State and community’s floodplain management regulations to determine whether any local requirements are more restrictive than the NFIP/FBC minimum requirements. Some communities modify the substantial improvement requirements in one of two ways: adopting a lower threshold than 50 percent (such as 40 percent or 30 percent) or tracking costs of improvements and costs of repairs over a specific period, referred to as “cumulative substantial improvement.” Some communities adopt more restrictive requirements that affect the design of buildings, such as requiring elevation higher than the NFIP minimum elevation, which is the base flood elevation (BFE). It is really important to be familiar with your flood damage prevention ordinance because it very clearly outlines everything your community has agreed to do to be eligible to continue participating in the NFIP. 



Inspections in a 
Post-Disaster 
Environment

•PDAs/IDAs
•JPDAs
•SDEs
•SDDs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Something I’d like to do is spend a little bit of time breaking down Post disaster inspections, as these can sometimes be done by the same local officials depending on their jobs and the community’s capacity. Inspections are a huge part of post-disaster recovery. Inspections can dictate how communities get funding, how we build back, and how we prioritize damage within the community’s infrastructure. So what’s the first step after a disaster? How do these inspections start, and with who? What’s the difference between all of them, and why are there so many?? You may have previously heard of preliminary damage assessments or initial damage assessments. These assessments are done *immediately* after the disaster, right after teams are able to access neighborhoods. Typically, Preliminary Damage Assessments (PDA’s) are conducted first. These assessments usually determine the eligibility of certain areas to obtain a disaster declaration, and therefore federal funding. Preliminary damage assessments are organized and monitored by the State’s RECOVERY bureau as these relate to which counties will receive either Individual Assistance (for homeowners) or Public Assistance (for public structures/infrastructure/parks, etc), or both, if specific thresholds are met.PDAs are followed by JOINT preliminary damage assessments. During these assessments, local and state officials are joined by federal officials with FEMA to verify the data that the county may have already started collecting.Sometimes, in cases where disasters are extremely destructive, a disaster declaration is obtained before these are completed. That said, the assessments are still conducted to determine the extent of the damage and which communities are receiving certain categories of IA or PA disaster funding.Why am I talking about PDAs and JPDAs? Well there’s typically some confusion about how these relate to floodplain management. If you hear me say anything while on this slide, the most important thing is that PDAS ARE NOT SUBSTANTIAL DAMAGE ESTIMATES, and SD ESTIMATES ARE NOT SD DETERMINATIONS. Let’s break it down a little more…



What is a 
Preliminary 
Damage 
Assessment 
(PDA)?

Quick ‘windshield review’ by local 
community to assess the extent of damage

Yields a broad characterization of the # of buildings 
affected and the level of anticipated damage 

Specific process used to gather supporting information 
for a Presidential Disaster Declaration

Split into IA (residential) and PA (public 
facilities)

Data can be used for Substantial Damage 
evaluations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As mentioned, there can be a huge misconception that PDA’s are the same thing as SDE’s! However, these are totally different assessments with different processes that each meet separate missions. Keep in mind that PDA’s are quick, they are essentially determining if a structure has been “affected” with minimal damage, if it has minor damage, major damage, or if it is destroyed. The purpose is to broadly characterize the extent of damage and the data is then utilized to count uninsured damages in order to come to a decision on whether or not to make a disaster declaration. For each category an estimated dollar amount of damage is captured so that the community can build a case about why additional federal disaster funding should be triggered. The fact that PDAs are NOT related to Substantial Damage is an incredibly important point for you to get across to your elected officials, community managers and emergency managers. Many local government officials tend to be familiar with PDA’s, but not as much with SDE’s. That being said, PDA data can absolutely be obtained at the local level to help guide SD teams once the SD assessments begin. SD assessments are always after PDAs.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s an additional timeline so all of you can see the process of a PDA. Note that none of this has to do with floodplain management, the NFIP, substantial damage, or anything else related to implementing your local flood regulations. It is important to be aware of and possibly even participate in PDA assessments if you are not already, but please make sure you are comfortable with the difference and so are your elected officials. 



What is a Substantial Damage Estimate 
(SDE)?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So now that that’s been covered, what’s a substantial damage ESTIMATE? Well first of all, SD estimates have absolutely NOTHING TO DO W DISASTER DECS. One house within the SFHA may be damaged by an isolated event but a substantial damage estimate must still be completed for this structure to determine the cost to repair to its pre-damaged condition. As many of you are aware by living in this region and encountering storms while in your roles, SDE’s, emphasis on estimates, are detailed assessments for regulatory purposes that are still subject to final determination. These assessments focus on mitigation and are only conducted in SFHA’s in order to determine which homes need to be properly mitigated in order to avoid spending additional federal dollars on the NFIP insurance program and FEMA disaster assistance. SDE’s take a longer time than PDAs, as teams are considering all structural components to a building and assign each element a percentage of damage. SDE’s are just that- they are estimates. Field staff will likely take SDE field sheets to estimate the damage, run the estimates through the local system or through FEMA’s Substantial Damage Estimator and then prepare letters to citizens to tell them what steps they must take next. SDE’s are REQUIRED to continue to participate in the NFIP. Making structures that are non-compliant or non-conforming come up to code is part of what the NFIP was built on to remain an affordable insurance program, and it is an enforced regulatory requirement by FEMA, the FBC, AND your local flood ordinance.In the case that PDAs have been completed in your county, we highly encourage local FPAs to communicate with their local EM offices and utilize the PDA data to see the hardest hit areas. With this information, you can make hot spot maps and ultimately save time doing SDEs, letting the PDA data act as a guide instead.



Who makes 
Substantial 
Damage 
determinations?

• While help may be offered to 
perform inspections and gather 
data, the final SI/SD 
determinations and permit 
decisions remain the responsibility 
of the local official in the affected 
community. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There is a difference between a substantial damage estimate and a substantial damage determination. While help may be offered to perform inspections and gather data, making final SI/SD determinations and permit decisions remain the responsibility of local officials in affected communities.  



Plan Ahead to Communicate to Elected Officials, 
Community Managers, & Emergency Managers

Pre-Disaster Questions- Be prepared to do your job! 
• Have you explained to your Community Manager/Elected Officials about 

your post-disaster NFIP activities? Are they aware of the requirements?
• Have you informed your Elected Officials & Community Managers about 

the roles you must serve?
• Do you coordinate with your Emergency Manager before, during, and after 

an event? Do they understand the difference between PDAs and SDEs?
• Have you gone over ‘what if’ scenarios with your permitting staff regarding 

SDEs and property owner challenges?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The first action item within the Post-Disaster Toolkit is to Plan Ahead to Communicate to Elected Officials, Community Managers & Emergency Managers.So, what does this really mean? In the PD environment, there is generally a lot of confusion, hurt, and finger-pointing when things go wrong. You likely know that substantial damage determinations are a difficult, but necessary, part of the recovery and ongoing mitigation process that is necessary to complete in order to comply with the NFIP and your floodplain management program. Now I have an important question that I want you to ask yourselves: Do your elected officials know and understand this? Are they familiar with the post-disaster aspects of your job? If not, then that should be a top priority for this hurricane season and quite possibly a recurring annual meeting so that everyone is on the same page about what is required, post-disaster, for NFIP compliance.Former staff in this office shared an experience during Irma which I would like to share with you today: A local Floodplain Administrator was in deep trouble with their community’s elected officials because citizens were reporting that this individual was, quote, ‘running people out of their homes’, or making people within the community complete “forced demolitions”. All of us here know that that was not reality! The FPA was simply doing their part to proactively conduct and complete the Substantial Damage assessments. The issue lied within the lack of communication from the beginning and the fact that the community’s elected officials knew nothing about the floodplain management requirements, the need to complete SD assessments, and ultimately this caused a lot of pushback and headaches for everyone. The FPA felt that their job was threatened and the OFM became involved to ensure that the community’s elected officials understood that this process was necessary and that the FPA was implementing and enforcing not only federal regulations but also regulations that are in Florida’s very own Building Code. This whole story is just to enforce the incredibly important point that communicating with your elected officials, emergency managers and community leads is necessary BEFORE a disaster occurs so that everyone is on the same page, your elected officials are familiar with the processes that must be taken for participation in the NFIP (and CRS if you participate in that as well), and that YOU have the support you need to do your job.



Communicating 
with Citizens

Property owners must be…
Advised of the need to conduct inspections
 Reminded that permits are still required 
(fees can be waived, expedited permit 
process initiated)
 Informed when a preliminary 
determination of substantial damage is 
made and what it may mean

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Citizens and property owners also have a responsibilities after a disaster, but it is important to communicate with your citizens on what these responsibilities are. You must make it a priority to ensure key messages are disseminated in a timely and effective manner before, during, and after the storm. This will not only help alleviate stress but it will help people make informed decisions. Disasters are stressful for everyone involved and its really important communities are transparent with their residents. Not only will it decrease frustration, but it will prevent the spread of misinformation. Common methods of communication following a disaster include posting signs, flyers, notices of damage structures, press releases and letters to homeowners, which can be used to share information from your local flood ordinance and what exactly substantial damage and substantial improvement are. Our Post-Disaster Toolkit and FEMA’S SI/SD Desk reference have template letters for communities to utilize.Permit requirements can also be posted on a community’s website following a disaster so homeowners know how and when to rebuild and how to document their losses. Communities have to be ready to explain how and why they made substantial damage determinations and should have written procedures that would make the messaging consistent across all boards because citizens may be curious or suspicious of these substantial damage determinations. We will talk more about permitting later today.
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Presentation Notes
This chart creates the ‘big picture’ of the SD process and can be a helpful guide as you move through this process. Trust me, you are firing on all cylinders and are completely exhausted while trying to pull of a post-disaster recovery and mitigation operation. You may forget something, or a whole step entirely. It would be wise to cross-reference this chart often, or when you are in doubt about what you and your team need to do and in what order. a)  Advanced preparations: strategies, materials, equipment, data, contactsb)  Communicate to Administration & Emergency Mgt. on FPM Responsibilitiesc)  Create priority assessment maps based on severity of past flood conditionse)  Assess extent of damage to request assistancef)   Organize teams, inform public, collect data, process and upload informationg)  Document and record High Water Marks for future reference h)  Request data from FEMA on claims as reference for challenge on SDsi)   Prepare letters advising owners of potential SD assessment, instructionsj)   Streamline permitting, train desk clerks, volunteers, use checklists for ECsk)  Implement tracking system for each property assessed as SD 



Preparing Your 
Community for 

Assessments



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As I said, many different people will be doing inspections. This FEMA graphic gives a good picture of how many different people citizens will be interacting with after a flood disaster. There’s gonna be insurance adjusters, FEMA inspectors, charitable organizations, and more, including some not so pleasant visitors. I’d advise warning residents about potential scammers in the post-disaster environment as people seek to prey on victim’s fears and confusion. It’s important that you are transparent with who you are and why you are there. Try to be respectful and sympathetic, as many people will be new to the post-disaster experience and likely upset. Staff assisting with inspections should not be making promises or giving any type of insurance advise to avoid giving false hope or contradictory information.To keep messaging consistent it might be good to have a training with staff, maybe you could have role playing exercises at the start of hurricane seasonIf you have a post-disaster SOP, ensure consistent/key messages are referenced Customized tear-off paper pads with numbers to call and/or resources or general information about NFIP regulations (maybe even a myth-buster sheet)This sheet is in the packet and can be given to homeowners following a disaster declaration



How to Begin Building Rapport with 
Citizens?

• Local and elected officials should 
let citizens know who is coming! 
• Transparency builds trust
• Citizens can make informed 

decisions
• Decrease the spread of 

misinformation

• Association of State Floodplain 
Managers’ “Understanding and 
Managing Flood Risk: A Guide for 
Elected Officials” 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
How do you begin building rapport with members of your community? As we discussed earlier today, there is an extreme importance in getting your elected officials on board with understanding what role you must play in a post-disaster environment and communicating this role to citizens. Local and elected officials will already be communicating through different mediums, including signs, flyers, notices on damaged structures, press releases, letters mailed to property owners, community website advisories, social media, etc. The “Who’s Knocking at Your Door” FEMA advisory discussed on the previous slide could be sent out though the mail, put on social media, or handed to homeowners during damage inspections. For floodplain management purposes, these platforms should inform citizens about their local floodplain ordinance, including an explanation of substantial damage and its ramifications. If your community has higher standards, it would be a good idea to put those in there so that people are not misinformed by reading/hearing about NFIP minimums. These mediums can serve as a “heads-up” to property owners that local officials will be potentially inspecting their homes to comply with the flood ordinance. Remember that permit requirements can be posted on the community’s website or on social media. Some other good things to include are tips on when and how to rebuild damaged structures. 



Preparation 
is Key!

• What level of damage is the 
community facing?

• Record flood? 
• Community’s capabilities?
• High watermarks?

• Will the assessments be done 
proactively?

• Benefits: SDD needed for 
ICC claim

• What equipment is needed?
• Technology/chargers
• Personal Protective 

Equipment (PPE)
• Clip boards, tape measurers

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
	Another thing to think about before being able to organize SD teams is what equipment your staff might need in the field. This isn’t just cars and laptops, it also includes other vital supplies: water bottles, first aid kits, rain boots, tape measurers to record high water marks, clip boards, duct tape (I mean, how else are you gonna repair a sagging roof?).  



• How many people on a team? Who will lead?

Managing SI/SD Teams 

• How will information be recorded in the field?

• Be prepared to listen, answer questions, and 
help if possible!

• Establish timeframes:

• What system will be used?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Lastly, we touched on this before but remember people are going to be distressed in the post-disaster environment. They’re going to be looking at us with big expectations. While we aren’t superheroes, it’s important that we recognize their situation and continuously show patience and empathy for the people we interact with. 



• How does your community define market value? 
Will you accept private appraisals, adjusted 
assessed values, qualified estimates, or actual cash 
value?

Be Consistent!

• Forms and checklists for SD

• How is your community estimating cost to repair?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Finally, decisions regarding SD should be documented and kept in communities permit records. Also consider if there is a higher standard for SD determinations, such as cumulative improvement or a lower threshold, such as 40%. To help make sure your assessments are consistent across the board, entire team must be aware of what procedures to follow. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
https://www.fema.gov/sites/default/files/documents/fema_nfip_substantial-improvement-substantial-damage-desk-reference.pdf



Post-Disaster
Permitting & 
Staff
Engagement

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you – my name is Travis Mitchell and I will be talking about permitting in the post-disaster environment. A lot of the information I will cover today may not not be new to you nor to your daily job, so I welcome you to participate by adding feedback comments, other suggestions, or questions in the chat box. I’d like you to take the opportunity to make this as much about sharing with other local governments as it is hearing what we have to present.



REQUIRE PERMITS

Ensure the work being 
done is trackable, even 
post-disaster

If permit FEES are waived 
after a storm, stress that 
permits are still REQUIRED

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When requiring permits or making the total assessment, remember that the costs of demolition, including the costs of disposal of the resulting debris, must be included in the cost of work for the purpose of making the SI/SD determination. Clean-up and trash removal costs, on the other hand, are not included in the costs used in the SI/SD determination because they are not related to the actual cost of improving or repairing a building.The local official should include in the written notice information about obtaining permits and about the floodplain management requirements that must be met in their SI/SD letters. Note that even if your community does not charge for emergency permits, the work that is done still must be reflected in the file for that structure. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As a condition of participation in the National Flood Insurance Program, communities must ensure that all development in the Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA) is approved and/or permitted. This includes new construction, additions, roads, culverts, and non-structural work, such as filling, grading, excavating, mining, dredging, etcetera; however, it also includes keeping track of the cost of interior renovation of buildings – certain types of interior renovations may not traditionally require a permit, but that being said, ensure that your community is keeping track of all INCLUDED costs for substantial improvement/substantial damage determination purposes. Are you familiar with what included and excluded costs are?



Revisiting “Substantial Damage”
◦ Damage of any origin sustained by a 

structure whereby the cost of restoring 
the structure to its before-damaged 
condition would equal or exceed 50% 
of the market value of the structure 
before the damage occurred

◦ Work on structures that are determined 
to be substantially damaged is 
considered to be substantial 
improvement, regardless of the actual 
repair work performed

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I’m sure you’ve all heard this definition before but please remember that substantial damage includes damage of ANY ORIGIN meaning the building can be severely wind damaged with no flooding and still be substantially damaged as long as it’s within the SFHA. It does not have to be post-disaster, it does not have to be flood damage, but it can still be substantially damaged.Additionally, please note that for SD assessments, the cost to repair is to the PRE-DAMAGED condition, regardless of what the owner chooses to repair. When work is an improvement, the market value is the building’s value “before the ‘start of construction’ of the improvement.” When work is repair of substantial damage, the market value is the building’s market value “before the damage occurred.”



Included vs. Excluded Costs
◦ INCLUDED
◦ Materials and labor, inc. estimated value of donated/discounted materials
◦ Demolition and construction debris disposal
◦ Contractor’s overhead and profit
◦ Structural elements (foundations, walls, windows, subflooring, roofs, attached decks, etc.)
◦ Interior finish elements (floor finishes, wall finishes, built-in cabinets, doors, hardware, etc.)
◦ Utility and service equipment

◦ EXCLUDED
◦ Clean-up/trash removal
◦ Permit and inspection fees
◦ Outside improvements (landscaping, sidewalks, fences, pool enclosures, detached structures)
◦ Costs to temporarily stabilize a building so it is safe to enter and identify required permits

◦ Refer to Section 4.4 in the P-758: Substantial Improvement/Substantial Damage Desk Reference for a 
full list

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When we talk about “included” vs “excluded” costs, we are describing the costs of repair/work that should be included in the substantial damage determination. You can see a summarized list on the slide, although it is not exhaustive. Refer to Section 4.4 in the SI/SD Desk Reference if you would like to see the full list. It is attached to the materials packet that was sent to all attendees. In a post-disaster environment, it is chaotic. Substantial improvement/substantial damage determinations are much easier in a non-disaster environment, where there may be only a few structures at a time that your community is handling. So how can communities prepare for SDDs after a disaster event? What types of procedures and processes must be discussed and decided upon ahead of time so that the community is conducting consistent SDDs and is also ensuring compliance with the NFIP? Communities are dealing with unsafe structures, temporary occupancy of buildings, and an increased influx of permit requests due to homeowners repairing and rebuilding their damaged properties.



Establish Protocols 
for Tracking SDD

• Will your community be active or passive in 
making SDDs?
• Consider the pros and cons of each relating 

to reporting and compliance
• Set expectations for SD calculations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’ve discussed, in depth, how the community can prepare its local officials, elected officials, and citizens for substantial damage determinations. Aside from key messaging before the disaster event, the FPA also needs to ensure that there are protocols in place for how these determinations are going to be handled – it is important that they are consistent. We’ve heard several times today that it is always better to be proactive and not reactive. My favorite is “don’t wait, evaluate.” Your community should evaluate the pros and cons of how proactive you intend to be. The pros and cons should mainly be related to reporting and compliance matters.. Yes, convenience to the homeowner or the community might factor in, but shouldn’t be the primary reason in consideration. As we’ve talked about, setting the expectation through messaging and written protocols will help you and your community in the event that a large number of structures are impacted. It will also allow you to consistently and fairly apply the requirements of your local ordinance. These protocols will also help you keep the information in a manner that will satisfy reporting requirements, should you be requested to provide it.



Determine 
Market 
Value 

• NFIP regulations do not define “market value” 
• Pre-improvement or Pre-damage building value
• Less land value and site improvements

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Communities must also determine the market value of each structure. Unfortunately NFIP regulations don’t really define market value, however, YOUR community’s local floodplain management ordinance does define market value for the purposes of SI/SD determinations and can act as a guide. For substantial damage estimates, communities likely utilize the County property appraiser’s adjusted assessed value. Per the FEMA P-758 or the SI/SD desk reference, professional appraisals, actual cash value, and qualified estimates are also appropriate ways of determining market value, however, whichever the community chooses, it must be consistent. Many communities in Florida have worked with our office to either allow the County property appraiser’s adjusted assessed value but also specify that an actual cash value private appraisal may be provided by a qualified independent appraiser. It does take some time getting used to reviewing appraisals, however, our office can provide technical assistance and in the past we have partnered with a respected appraiser in South Florida who assists our office with conducting virtual trainings to communities regarding appraisal reviews. Most importantly, the value of the structure does NOT include the land or anything that is not structurally connected to the principal structure.



Determine Construction Costs

• Includes materials, 
labor, overhead, and 
more!

• Acceptable sources: 
• Itemized costs by 

licensed contractors or 
cost estimators

• Building valuation tables 
by building code orgs

• Qualified estimates by 
local official, usually only post-
disaster

• Building owners’ cost 
estimates

The costs of all work 
necessary to restore a 
damaged building to 

its pre-damage 
condition

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So as mentioned, the term “substantial damage” refers to the repairs of ALL damage sustained and cannot reflect a level of repairs that is less than the amount of the damage sustained (you can’t exclude things unless they are listed as excluded items). When determining construction costs, the preferred method is by obtaining an itemized breakdown by the contractor or at minimum, cost estimates. If this is not available during the estimate phase, communities may use building valuation tables by building code organizations, can also use qualified estimates provided by the local building official or another source like RSMeans, which is a construction cost estimating software, and can also utilize cost estimates provided by the building official. Either way, the cost estimates must include all material AND labor on the “included” list from the previous slide, including any donated materials or labor. If the community officials come to the conclusion that the building may be substantially damaged, then the local FPA should provide written notice to the owner of the substantial damage estimate, along with information about SD. There are also templates for this in the materials provided. 



Finalizing Substantial Damage Determinations

• Made by local FPM official
• Do NOT use adjuster’s estimates
• Permit applicants can appeal your determination—make 

sure your ordinance and procedures are clear!
• KEEP YOUR RECORDS!
• SDE tool can be used for determinations, focuses mainly 

on floods
• SDE Field Workbook can be used separately

• Do not allow inspectors to speculate in the field

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Per your local floodplain management regulations, substantial damage determinations are meant to be made specifically by the designated floodplain administrator and the local building official. DETERMINATIONS are final, once all information has been provided, and may be different than the initial estimate. Remember that adjuster’s estimates cannot be utilized for SI/SD, claims data and information serves a different purpose, and SDEs/SDDs must be done based on the assessments and the actual costs to repair.Homeowners may appeal SD estimates or determinations, for example, if your community conducts SD Estimates by using the adjusted assessed value of a structure, the homeowner may obtain an acceptable private appraisal or an itemized breakdown of materials and labor. Please remember that the burden of providing this information is on the homeowner, not you.FEMA has a tool, the substantial damage estimator tool, to assist communities with substantial damage estimates and the information may be used for determinations if no other detailed information is provided by the permit applicant/homeowner. Please note that communities may pre-populate the FEMA SDE Tool for 50 points in CRS. For guidance on using and pre-populating the Substantial Damage Estimator, see Section 514, For More Information, on page 510-37 of the CRS addendum. This is new, since 2021.As mentioned before, written procedures can include language for staff to use with homeowners so that misinformation is not spread. Make sure they know NOT to tell someone definitively whether a structure IS or IS NOT substantially damaged until an actual determination can be completed and finalized. 



FEMA & the State 
recommend

Communities 
Distribute 
Guidance

 
to Citizens, Property 

Owners, 
Contractors, and 

Design Professionals 
on:

Having damaged structures 
inspected before repairs start

Activities that require a permit 

Activities that do not require a permit 

The floodplain management 
requirements for SD buildings

Hiring licensed contractors & cautions 
about fraudulent and unlicensed entities 

Ways to mitigate moving forward

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Many communities scramble in the post-disaster environment to both create a process for how to complete SDE’s and to decide what constitutes as an ‘emergency’ permit, what work requires a permit, what work does not, etc. Before any damage occurs, decide on this with your staff and create a plan for staff and handouts for citizens in advance. You should also become familiar with what substantial damage requires of both the community AND its citizens. Remember that you are requiring citizens to comply with federal regulations in order to continue to offer them flood insurance, let alone any CRS discounts your community has worked so hard for. Be familiar with what the community must do, and what your citizens will want to know post-disaster. FEMA has ramped up their Post-disaster compliance process for substantial damage, and not following requirements could threaten your CRS or your entire NFIP participation. Underlying all of this is the importance of mitigation. Look around your community post disaster - what do you see has sustained damage? It probably isn’t the brand new homes that were built up to code, but more likely the older homes that are not elevated or built to resist flood or wind loads. Remember why the NFIP has this provision in place and why we create these building codes- to protect people and property. It may be a difficult process, but you’re ultimately taking steps to mitigate your community and protect your citizens. 



Communicating SDE’s with your Citizens

Developing letters and 
guidance

What materials are 
already available to you?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When you begin to send out your letters letting citizens know whether they have been substantially damaged or not, messages should clearly state what actions the homeowner should take or provide basic information to tell people where to get the additional information they seek.You should work with your community’s elected officials and public information officer to tailor messages and outreach tactics to your community's needs. Plenty of information is already available in the form of handouts and flyers regarding the SD process, including how, where, and when to obtain permits, and what mitigation options homeowners could consider even if they are not substantially damaged. When homeowners are substantially damaged, the community must send the homeowners a letter letting them know what steps they must take. The local official should offer to meet with owners or representatives to explain the various aspects required for buildings to meet the community’s floodplain management regulations for new buildings. Depending on the extent of damage, this message could be done in a Townhall setting and come from either the EO’s or FPA, but staff should always coordinate on their messaging to ensure it remains consistent and avoids fueling any misinformation.



Accuracy & Verification
• Local officials are responsible for 

verifying that the data are 
complete and reasonable

• The local official is responsible 
for reviewing the validity of all 
cost estimates provided- no 
matter who provides it

• Make inspections
• Documentation is key

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Local officials are responsible for verifying that the data are complete and reasonable. The local official is responsible for reviewing the validity of all cost estimates provided by applicants, whether prepared by licensed contractors, engineers, architects, professional cost estimators, or by property owners. When the  work is for repairing damage, an inspection visit should be made to verify that the proposed work completely covers the repair of damage that is necessary to restore the building to its pre-damage condition. Inspections post-permitting may also be necessary in order to ensure no additional work, or scope creep, is occurring.To be consistent, local officials should document their SDE’s and the documentation should be retained in the community’s permit records in perpetuity, along with all other NFIP documentation. A sample worksheet that can be used to document SI/SD determinations is included in Appendix D of the SI/SD Desk Reference, which has been provided in your digital packets. Maintaining good records and documentation is especially critical if a community has elected to administer a cumulative improvement or damage requirement.Applicants may disagree with a community’s SI/SD estimation. In these cases, the burden is on the applicant to provide improved cost estimates or to obtain a professional appraisal of market value. The local official is responsible for reviewing the new information. Keep in mind that you are making an estimation, not a determination, until the applicant accepts the initial estimation or provides more information that is deemed to be COMPLETE and REASONABLE. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Lets compare- which cost estimate could be defended as both COMPLETE and REASONABLE as per the information provided, or outlined? If you said the left was a good indicator for a cost estimate, you would be correct. The cost estimate that was provided on the right is not fully complete, as it is missing many parts that create the whole picture and, assuming from the listed items since I have no idea what is being renovated, is also not reasonable for a kitchen remodel in nearly any realm. 



• Property owners can move back 
into their damaged home prior to 
the SD inspection 
• Only if deemed safe to reoccupy 

• Communitiess can issue 
temporary occupancy certificates 
for SD homes

• Still keep track of permits for all 
repairs and improvements!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It is possible for property owners to move back into their damaged home prior to SD inspection only if community deems it safe to reoccupy the structure. So if you see big red signs that say “hazard,” the structure probably isn’t safe to occupy. Or if there has been a building condition survey of the structures in the area, there might already be a “B” designated for damaged structures and a “C” designated for structures that could be unsafe. Local building officials can issue temporary occupancy certificates for SD homes while homeowners wait for resources to comply with the local ordinance. However, the length of time for the temporary occupancy certificate should be specified. **You have to make sure to keep track of all permits for repairs and that the owner is not making repairs without permits, especially if a detailed SD determination has not been determined. Any temporary occupancy allowed by the BO must still be in accordance with the Florida Building Code and applicable requirements.



The Permit
Consider:

• Sending permitting staff out with
 field teams assessing damage to
 write “handbill” permits

• Entered into the system later
• Using a separate, distinct template 

for your permit, which includes 
warnings about scope changes

• Adding stamps to include
• Flood Zone
• Proposed and required elevations
• Other warnings necessary

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Lastly, some quick notes about the permit itself. We have seen communities that have “back up” permitting forms for “handwriting” permits. Permitting staff can accompany those in the field to issue permits on the spot for certain types of work, with the caveat that the necessary documentation (and fees, if any) are provided at a later date and need to meet the current code. This might be the product approvals for windows and doors, for example. These “hand bill” permits should be heavily disclaimed and should have clear instructions written on them about the requirements for the owner, such as warnings about exceeding the scope of work and the dollar amount, if any, to be remitted at a future time. A good way to do this is to use carbon paper versions, so that staff can return to the office and enter the permits into the normal system of record.And last, if you haven’t already, consider using stamps on plans or permits that staff can add a flood zone, required flood elevation, or any other warnings necessary.Discuss where to find graphic.



Historic Structures & Permitting

What are historic structures? How 
are they determined? 

“National Register Criteria for 
Evaluation” – Criterion A, B, C, D 

Ordinance provisions (Exceptions 
VS. Variances)

Historic structure & SI definitions, 
variances/ variance criteria

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Don’t you like the way these are referred together as if they are a pair of evils?Distinguish between exception and variances.Are historic structures, governed under the Existing Building volume,    subject to the SI determination?  Yes and No.Under State law, communities may not withhold issuing a permit based on issuance of required State and Federal permits, but they may not be effective until State or Federal permits are obtained.Importance of Post Project inspections, photos of as-built conditionsIssuance of COs only after inspections that verify that the structure and all components are compliant and at or above required elevations.



DRRA 2018

Disaster Reform 
and Recovery 

Act

Multi-part act passed by Congress 
pertaining to a variety of disasters

Applies to every Presidentially-declared 
disaster post August 1, 2017

Sec. 1206(a): (5) provide assistance to State 
and local governments for […] inspections 
for substantial damage compliance

FEMA Policy #204-079-01

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another key element of coordination pre-disaster is with your emergency manager. You may have a great relationship, or may never have had to interact previously, but that relationship is going to be incredibly important now that FEMA has passed the Disaster Recovery & Reform Act of 2018, or the DRRA.  The DRRA Provides additional resources for state, local, tribal, and territorial governments for building code and floodplain management ordinance administration and enforcement activities by amending sections 402 and 406 of the Stafford Act. This essentially means that now, substantial damage and code enforcement related activities in a post-disaster environment, which were previously ineligible for reimbursement, can now be funded through Public Assistance. This may open doors for you and your community to ask for help after a disaster through the Statewide Mutual Aid Agreement. In order to get the assistance you require, you will have to go through your emergency manager the channels required by your County Emergency Operations Center. If you do this, and they have no idea what you are talking about or mis-categorize a mission because they don’t understand who you are, what you’re doing, or the purpose of this mission, then help may be delayed or not sent. The key takeaway is to leverage these relationships before the storm occurs so you have a smooth time acquiring the resources you need. For the purposes of this training, this is the extent that I will be discussing DRRA 1206, however, in the post-disaster training I mentioned earlier that will be in late July, there will be more discussion about specific eligible activities, timelines, and documentation. There is also information in the digital packet that you can read through, and as always, you can reach out if you have any questions ahead of the training. 



Speaker/Contact Information

Conn Cole, CFM

State NFIP Coordinator/State 

Floodplain Manager

Email: Conn.Cole@em.myflorida.com 

Office: 850.815.4507

THE FLORIDA DIVISION OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Summarize highlights and important questions/ discussionsNext Steps: Plenary CAV Report, 1:1 meetings & compliance reviewCECs for Plenary SessionCAV Closure Process SFMO Follow Up Information in Plenary CAV Report

mailto:Conn.Cole@em.myflorida.com
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